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About This Game

Ferretkind have traveled outside of their comfort zone to scratch out a living in the inhospitable, but profitable, high seas - filled
with adventure and newly discovered trade goods. This expansion across the ocean grew faster than the law could ever hope to
keep up. Dangerous and ill mannered pirates have scoured the seas unquestioned. Powerful trading guilds have long established
and vigorously defended trade-routes. Only now, after countless years of lawlessness, “The Admiralty” are strengthening their

grasp on this dangerous new world. After spending all of your life savings, you purchase a meager vessel and set sail to this new
world. Which discoveries, alliances, and treasures await you is your choice, captain.

Features:

Naval Combat: Fight off thieving pirates, or sink a trade vessel for their cargo. In order to defeat a superior opponent you will
need patience, cunning, and a little luck.

Trading: Enjoy finding deals and profitable trade routes. Trading offers a slightly less bloody way to amass your treasure.

Exploration: Sail into large storms and get blow to new seas with new islands, ships, and opportunities. Each Island you
discover has potential opportunities for you to gain gold or glory.

Factions: Work for the various factions that control the sea. As you rise through the ranks of each faction you will unlock new
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abilities as well as gain access to new customizations.

Customization: Upgrade your vessel improving its capabilities, and appearance, or buy an entirely new vessel. Buy new
uniforms for your captain and crew, even pirates had a good sense of style.
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Cryogenic Entertainment
Publisher:
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Controls are very good. Graphics is not outstanding but very ok. Soundtrack is nothing special, but good. Overall it´s fun to play
with a very clean tutorial.. I chased a "submarine" for about an hour turns out it was a whale 10/10. I just trying tutorial. There
are some problems there but I like the concept. I wish developers to continue fixing the bugs found in there. It could be a great
game! I recommend only to those have to spend 10 bucks for a buggy but promising product and further motivate the developer.
Oculus Rift version.. This game is definitely broken when it comes to the control configuration. Tried 3 different controllers
and it doesn’t want to recognize the right trigger. When I get to editing the configuration the game stops letting me choose what
hotkeys to use for which function and either doesn’t let me choose or just chooses the last chosen button rather than the last
pressed button so I end up with half my controls using the same button and it won’t let me choose otherwise.. Okay so the
gameplay is simple yet fun and the game itself holds no microtransactions (that I have found). Nothing really wrong there.

But the save system appears to be almost completely broken. Basically the only thing that saves is unlocked maps and target
progress on a bar to making the next shark in line available to purchase with in-game currency. Any items and sharks you've
purchased and equipped get reset along with your stats and high scores. I mean it's not so bad as you can re-purchase most if not
all the sharks you did earn using the default 1500 gold that also resets upon game exit, but that's still pretty bad. On top of that,
the game is seriously overpriced. Frankly, it's $50 for a game that would be worth maybe around $15 at most.

I will edit my review and change it to positive if the devs fix the save system if the resetting save is in fact a bug and maybe
lower the price without seriously breaking anything else in the game, but this is a bad release right now. Even Shantae Half-
Genie Hero Ultimate Edition had a better release than this.. fun game that is worth buying in a steam sale.. Its ♥♥♥♥ing
Gundam, whats not to love?!. The VR mode of this game is great. Lots of fun. Just one thing to fix. In campagn mode, after
winning a battle it won't continue. Selecting the continue button does not work. Please fix this issue, thanks. This game is not for
the "average" game player. I love this game, however!!!
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A amazing game, I am willing to purchase the right to this game if you are willing. I bought three copies one for me and two for
friends.. How to broke your glorious gaming mouse simulator

8/10 the atmosphere is just classic. I gave this game a fair chance before deciding the detractors are correct. It is interesting at
first with a variety of possibly things to build in premesis, joints, and construction sites. But the maps are bland with too many
identical buildings, and the combat is just plain bad. It doesn't help that the character creation has something like a mini-RPG
system where I created my mental image of a perfect mob boss --- only to find out I had totally gimped my combat style and the
stats meant nothing outside combat.

It has good aspects to it -- ignoring the lack of graphics variety, the build options and synergy in the main map are interesting,
and the missions you can go on to buy whisky\/beer\/guns\/etc are a great way of complementing whatever you are trying to
accomplish on the main map. But in aggregate the bad outweighs the good on this one I'm afraid.. I keep ♥♥♥♥ing up on Lv
(9). 10/10. Fun with a large amount of people.. Not so good, not so bad. just for killing time
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